
 Locus Card DOR 2004 
 W 04G0-008 Area G Sq: AK-  /33-   Loc. type: wall 
 High at Low at written by: AVS created 07/07/2004 
 Open 07/07/2004 14.40 e  14.35 w  checked by: updated: 30/07/2004 
 Close 14.00 e  13.97 w  Floor  0.00 
 Length 2.00 width: 0.70 volume: Floor type (old) 
 Removed: Drawn? Yes 
 Integrity: 

 unit: -- phase: 5 stage: 0 stratum: PoM: -- 
 summary: Fieldstone wall in balk, under W9510, above F04G0-006 

 Opened: We saw in the baulk after the cleaning of the traktor the face of this wall 
 Limits (N) baulk 
 (S) L04G-006 
 (E) excavated in the past 
 (W) can not be seen 
 Closed: end of season 
 Matrix: This wall containes only two rows of stones. the lower one made of large stones 30-40 cm and on top 
  of it smaller stones (10-20 cm) which do not cover the entire area of the wall. 
 Relations: We found the southern face of this wall when the traktor clean the large stone which fell into our area.  
 we can not see to which other wall its connect. Its direction is East West. 
 As mentioned before we found only two rows of stones and the width of it was probably also made  
 of two lines of stones. But we could see it only in the eastern edge of the wall (with one large stone  
 and total width of 0.7 m) the rest of it is still covered under later walls (W9041) The western end of it  
 is also unknown and covered with unexcavated material. The bottom of wall is higher and most  
 probably later than Sloan's floor which was excavated to the south of it. This was determained  
 acording to the limited area of excavation which we had to the south of the wall. This area was in the  
 baulk and loci L04G-006 and L04G-011 covers it. We saw the continuation of Sloan's floor with  
 some vessels in situ, including a jar half embeded into the white layer floor. In the section it was quite  
 obvious that the floor is below the wall and some of the shards which was on top of it are still in the  
 section and can not be taking out. 

Importance:

 Images W 04G0-008 Related loci: Features 
 probably phase 5 wall 

 p04G0-0016 is_above 04G0-006 
 p04G0-0052 is_below 04G0-014 
 d04G0-0043 
 d04G0-0010 
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